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Orlando, Fl , March 1, 2017 (Newswire.com) - Aubrey
Anthony Hamid, of Real Estate 360 Inc, has recently been
certified as a PLMC designated agent in the state of Florida.
This certification is only awarded to a small and select group
of Real Estate Agents around the country who complete an
intense training program learning how to market and sell
luxury properties for absolute top dollar. They then must
successfully pass a post training exam to become certified.
Less than 1% of all agents nationwide have acquired this
designation making it one of the most sought after criteria
to look for in a real estate agent representing your luxury
priced property.
As a Premier Luxury Marketing Consultant, Aubrey is now qualified to market luxury
properties based on the unique amenities that make the property one of a kind. This target
marketing approach can find the ideal, most opportune buyer for whom the property is a
perfect fit. By finding that targeted buyer, the home can sell for a much higher price and net
the homeowner a higher profit.
By no longer focusing on selling the property based on the standard assets (bedrooms,
bathrooms, kitchens, locations, etc) Aubrey has shown that his unique marketing skills can
secure buyers at a much higher rate than traditional home sales, therefore selling homes
faster and for top dollar.
Aubrey focuses his time on narrowly targeting the most ideal opportune buyers and has
significantly reduced the amount of time that his listings are available for sale.
“We have found that luxury properties are so unique and special that traditional real estate
sales techniques just don’t work in today’s market. You have to embrace 'New Selling
Technology', and we quickly found that when focusing efforts on targeting and finding

buyers who are looking for these unique properties are much more successful,” said Greg
Luther, founder of Premier Luxury Marketing Consultants™.
About Aubrey Anthony Hamid: A Florida Realtor & R. E. Broker, serving Orlando / Central
Florida & parts of South Florida for over 25-Years. Qualified to market and sell luxury
properties. Less than 1% of all agents nationwide have acquired this certification, an
advantage for both buyers and sellers. Aubrey has earned the distinction of being a “Top
Producer,” Top Listing/Top Selling Agent & numerous awards & certifications.
Contact Aubrey at: 321-228-6880
aubrey@realestate360.realtor
www.aubreysellsorlando.com
About Premier Luxury Marketing Consultants™: PLMC is a group of the most well trained,
Luxury Real Estate agents in all of the United States. Each of these agents has gone through
an extensive luxury training program focused on a complex system proven to market your
property to attract your ideal buyer willing to pay absolute top
dollar. www.OrlandoLuxuryMarketing.com
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